If required, manual adjustment feature can be disabled by fitting a cover. Note that tool adjustment will still be accessible.

WARNING
- Ensure that arm is raised to highest position before removing monitor or it may spring up when removing monitor or to highest position before product if further installation may be required by others will still be accessible.

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION
- Do not attach the monitor before assembling arm.
- Ensure that monitor is attached firmly using the correct monitor, namely a monitor with VESA mounting holes. Please hold the monitor tightly when making adjustments.
- Supported weight must not exceed 9kg (20lb) per arm.

COMPONENT LIST

- Monitor Arm x 1
- VESA Plate x 1
- 2.5mm Allen Key x 1
- M4x12mm VESA Screws x 4
- Optional security screw x 1
- Optional adjuster cover x 1
- Cable clip x 1
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OL LIN INSTRUCTIONS
OLIN/009/010

Please consider these instructions with the product if further installation may be required by others.
**FIT DESK FIXING TO WORKSURFACE**

1. Follow separate worksurface fixing installation instructions.

**FIT MONITOR ARM TO CLAMP**

2. Ensure that plastic sleeve is fitted to desk fixing.

**ATTACH MONITOR MOUNT PLATE TO MONITOR**

3. Use screws supplied. Be sure to select correct length.

**MOUNT MONITOR TO ARM**

4. Turn adjuster screw until monitor “floats” in all height positions.

**ADJUST ARM TO SUIT WEIGHT OF MONITOR**

5A. Turn adjuster screw until monitor “floats” in all height positions.

5B. Adjust VESA friction to suit the offset weight of the monitor.

**IMPORTANT**
- Correct position of arm must be maintained.
- Adjust arm fully down onto desk fixing.

**OPTIONAL**

6. Use Allen key for clamps which is supplied with Monitor Arm.

**OPTIONAL VESA FRICTION ADJUSTMENT**

6A. Remove Allen key from slot in VESA plate.

6B. Adjust VESA friction to suit the offset weight of the monitor.

**OPTIONAL ADJUST MONITOR TILT IF REQUIRED**

8. Monitor tilt should balance with factory settings. Adjust tilt to balance monitor.

**OPTIONAL FIT SECURITY SCREW IF REQUIRED**

7. Security screw locks monitor to arm.

**INSTALL MONITOR CABLES INTO CABLE MANAGEMENT FEATURES**

9. IMPORTANT: Clip should always be positioned towards back of desk.

**NOTE**
- Use M4 Allen key for clamps which is supplied with Monitor Arm.

**IMPORTANT**
- Ensure that plastic sleeve is fitted to desk fixing.
- Arm must be positioned at maximum height when adjusting, otherwise damage may result.

**USEFUL TIP:** Tool-free adjustment. Arm can be adjusted using manual ‘thumb-wheel’ if preferred.